Industry-Leading Internships
Hands-on experiences with leading aerospace companies & organizations...

Powerful Professional Development
Leadership & skills courses, training, and learning opportunities...

Networking & Community Building
Lifelong connections with like-minded experts, professionals, and peers...

Impactful Community Service
Building future generations & making positive change through service projects...

Meaningful Mentorship
Engagement with leaders and experts, helping guide successful careers...

Who are Zed Factor Fellows?
- Passionate about aerospace
- Demonstrate technical or non-technical skills
- Come from historically excluded communities
- Full-time undergraduate students with 30+ college credit hours

What makes the Zed Factor Fellowship Unique?
- Inclusivity
- Improvement
- Transparency
- Humility
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Recent Accomplishments:

3,500+ Students Directly Impacted

180+ Applicants from 110+ Schools

Community Project Highlights & Examples:

**Education & Mentorship**
- "Prospect Mentoring" | "Launchpad to Liftoff" | "Space for All"

**Engineering & Technical**
- "3-2-1 Ignition!" | Satellite Sundays: Getting Up to Orbit" | "Thrust Vector Controlled Rocket"

**Marketing & Outreach**
- "Space Night" | "Zedi in Zero G" | "Climate & Space Science Exhibit"

More Information:
www.ZedFactorFellowship.org/About
www.ZedFactorFellowship.org/Apply